ABOUT
TLS’s
first
album
“Transformation”
released
Oct 2020 was a particular
blend of guitar-driven rock,
taking root from the glory
days of rock in the 1960s
and ’70s and growing into a
sound
that
is
both
contemporary and uniquely
TLS.

www.treelinedstreetsband.com
Originally from Dublin, Ireland, now living in Los Angeles, California.
Tree Lined Streets are:
Mark Leddy (Lead Vocals and Keyboards) and Tim Boland (Guitar, Bass,
Keys and Backing Vocals)

For their second album
currently in progress, TLS
have moved into making
music that relies less on live
drums and guitar driven
songs, to highlight electronic
elements, creating a more
synth driven pop blended
with live guitars, bass and
layers of vocals.

CONNECT

CONTACT
treelinedstreetsband@gmail.com

Their latest release, “Time”, and previous song
“Long way Down” definitely pay homage to their
1980s influences.
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'TIME'
Release 21.11.22
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www.treelinedstreetsband.com

TLS hope to share a new album with you all in
2023.

“Two guys from LA who
might be inspired by 60s
and 70s rock but offer up
some very contemporary
alt-rock. Love the chiming
guitars and the layers of
production in this one.
Brilliant, really. Get these
guys a contract!”
-Alan Cross
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'The singer has a very distinctive style,
his voice is solid deep and very
personal.The combination is curious,
as the melody is much more sweet
than the vocals and this band finds
between them a perfect equilibrium.'
- Guillermo Prudenciano Spotify
curator review of 'Long way down'
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'Loved this intense riff'
'This is killer'
'Guitars are sounding huge' 'loved
the intense dramatic vocals' Eduardo Pastore Spotify curator
review of 'Jump in the water'
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JUMP IN THE WATER Tree Lined Streets
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LONG WAY DOWN Tree Lined Streets

